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Fate of a Soliton in a High Order Spatial Mode of a Multimode Fiber
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We show numerically that under certain conditions noise-induced soliton self-mode conversion
dominates over soliton self-frequency shift for a soliton in a high order spatial mode of a multimode
optical fiber. The input soliton has to be group index matched to a lower order mode for a frequency
separation for which the Raman gain is non-negligible, and this condition determines the wavelength of the
pulse growing from noise. The phenomenon has no known analogs in single-mode or graded-index fibers.
The results demonstrate that it is possible for a noise-induced physical process to dominate over a seeded
one even for noise levels at the fundamental limit.
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Raman scattering of light in single-mode optical fibers is
a well-understood effect [1]. It leads to energy transfer to
lower frequencies determined by the lattice vibrations of the
medium. For fused silica the Raman gain spectrum peaks at
a frequency separation of approximately 13 THz, which
dictates the frequencies of the inelastically scattered photons
in optical fibers [2]. A nanosecond scale pulse can generate a
Stokes pulse at a longer wavelength through Raman-induced
energy transfer. The Stokes pulse then seeds the process,
leading to stimulated Raman scattering. However, since the
two pulses are separated by roughly 13 THz, they generally
have very different group velocities and become separated in
time and the energy transfer stops [1]. For short pulses
(< 10 ps) the walk-off occurs so fast that Stokes pulses
cannot be observed. For even shorter pulses (< 1 ps), the red
part of the wide spectrum seeds the Raman process and
energy is transferred from the blue side to the red side. Such
intrapulse Raman scattering is responsible for the wellknown soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) [3].
Solitons in graded-index multimode fibers have been
studied in recent years and they experience the same effects
as their single-mode counterparts with additional intermodal
interactions [4–7]. Even though graded-index multimode
fibers can support very rich soliton propagation dynamics,
they resemble single-mode fibers in the sense that the group
velocities of the modes are very similar by design. Because
of this, Raman-induced Stokes pulse generation behaves in a
similar manner compared to single-mode fibers [8,9].
The situation changes in other types of fibers, such as
step-index fibers, where the group velocities for different

spatial modes vary considerably. In such fibers, two spectrally separated pulses in different modes can copropagate
at the same group velocity. Through careful selection of
the modes and the central frequencies of the pulses, the
frequency separation required for group velocity matching
can be made to coincide with the Raman gain peak near
13 THz. It was recently demonstrated experimentally [10,11]
that under such conditions energy can indeed be efficiently
transferred from one mode to another through intermodal
Raman scattering when solitons are launched into a high
order mode of a step-index multimode fiber. The process is
referred to as soliton self-mode conversion (SSMC) [11],
and the experiments showed nearly complete energy transfer
between different spatial modes. It was also shown recently
that numerical solutions to the coupled-mode generalized
nonlinear Schrödinger equation [12] are able to qualitatively
replicate the experimental results [13].
In this Letter, we demonstrate that SSMC, which is a
noise-seeded process, always eventually dominates over
the seeded SSFS process even for ultrashort (10 fs) solitons
under certain conditions, one of them being group velocity
matching for a frequency separation near the Raman gain
peak. We also show that SSMC occurs over shorter
distances for shorter solitons, meaning that similar scaling
laws that govern SSFS in single-mode fibers are generally
true for intermodal Raman-induced interactions as well.
To model light propagation in multimode fibers, we use
the multimode generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation
as presented by Poletti and Horak [12],
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where  denotes complex conjugate as a superscript and
convolution otherwise, Ap ðz; tÞ is the temporal envelope of
the pth mode at the carrier frequency ω0, β’s are the
dispersion parameters at ω0 , n2 is the nonlinear refractive
index, τs ¼ 1=ω0 is the shock timescale, RðtÞ ¼
ð1 − f R ÞδðtÞ þ 1.5f R hðtÞ is the nonlinear response function with f R ¼ 0.18, and hR is given by the experimental
Raman response function [2]. The nonlinear overlap factors
Qplmn are defined as
R
ε20 n20 c2 dxdy½Fp · Fl ½Fm · Fn 
Qplmn ¼
;
ð2Þ
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and Fk ðx; yÞ is the transverse field profile of the kth mode.
Note that we have assumed that the field profiles Fk are real
and that the overlap factors Qplmn are not dependent on
frequency. As noted in [12], these simplifying assumptions
can be made without compromising the generality of the
results.
The step-index fiber in our simulations corresponds to
the fiber used in [11] with a core diameter of 87 μm and
refractive indices of ncore ¼ 1.4785 and nclad ¼ 1.4394 at a
wavelength of 1045 nm. The simulations included three
transverse modes: the fully rotationally symmetric LP0;19
and LP0;18 and the antisymmetric LP1;18 . Their transverse
spatial profiles and refractive indices as a function of
wavelength were determined numerically. These modes
were chosen because their group indices ng satisfy
LP

LP

LP

ng 0;18 ðω0 þ 2ΔωÞ ≈ ng 1;18 ðω0 þ ΔωÞ ≈ ng 0;19 ðω0 Þ when
the angular frequency ω0 corresponds to a wavelength in
the 1.1 − 1.6 μm range and the separation Δω is between 5
and 10 THz. The input pulse was a fundamental soliton in
the LP0;19 mode with a central wavelength of 1100 nm.
The temporal full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the soliton was varied between 10 and 80 fs. The shortest
soliton is three optical cycles in duration, but the model used
here is valid down to the single-cycle regime as it does not
assume a slowly varying envelope, as was pointed out by
Brabec and Krausz [14]. The nonlinear refractive index in
Eq. (1) was n2 ¼ 3.2 × 10−20 m2 =W. Noise was included
by adding one photon per longitudinal mode (frequency bin)
in each spatial mode at the input end, corresponding to the
fundamental limit of quantum shot noise for the LP0;19 mode
and representing a single photon at each discrete frequency
in the other two modes. In practice, spontaneous Raman
scattering and linear mode coupling from LP0;19 would
distribute a portion of the photons to each mode even if no
power was launched in LP1;18 and LP0;18 .
Figure 1 shows the simulated spectral evolution of
solitons with input durations (FWHM) of (a) 80 and

FIG. 1. The spectral evolution of a soliton with an input
duration of (a) 80 and (b) 40 fs in the multimode step-index
fiber. The spatial modes have been indicated by the dashed lines
that follow the respective spectral maxima. Note the different
length scales in (a) and (b).

(b) 40 fs. Both solitons evolve in a similar manner but
in different parts of the spectrum and over different length
scales. The solitons undergo rapid SSFS until they transfer
their energy to the LP0;18 mode. Note that there are no
temporal oscillations of the total power during the power
transfer since the interacting pulses, though separated in the
spectrum, are in different spatial modes that are orthogonal
to one another (even when polarized along the same
direction). The total temporal intensity profile is sech2
shaped throughout the process. The shorter soliton shown
in Fig. 1(b) experiences faster redshift and reaches longer
wavelengths before energy is transferred to LP0;18 . In either
case, virtually no energy is transferred to the asymmetric
LP1;18 mode, and nearly 100% of all the energy (aside from
the pump remnants) ends up in LP0;18 . The rapid redshift
of the 40 fs soliton raises the question whether SSFS can
dominate over SSMC for even shorter pulses. Figure 2,
which shows the spectral evolution of a 15 fs soliton
launched in LP0;19 , indicates that this is not the case.
The 15 fs soliton shown in Fig. 2 redshifts even further
than the solitons shown in Fig. 1, but its eventual fate is the
same: almost all the energy aside from pump remnants is

FIG. 2. The spectral evolution of a soliton with an input
duration of 15 fs.
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transferred to LP0;18 . Such near-complete energy transfer
was observed in all of the simulations regardless of the
input pulse duration, which is remarkable given that short
pulses redshift very rapidly and especially because the
pulse on LP0;18 grows from low-intensity noise. In reality,
there would also be more modes beyond the LP0;18 mode
and the process would keep on cascading [11]. These
modes, such as LP0;17 , were left out of the simulations in
the interest of computational simplicity.
Comparing Figs. 1 and 2 shows that the central wavelengths of the pulses during the energy transfer can be very
different depending on the input soliton duration. The
central wavelength of the 80 fs soliton in Fig. 1(a) is
1150 nm at the start of the energy transfer, whereas Fig. 2
seems to indicate that the 15 fs soliton reaches 1.4 μm. To
explain what dictates the start of the intermodal energy
transfer, it is informative to look at the wavelengths of the
participating pair of pulses at the onset of the process.
Figure 3 shows the frequency separation Δν between the
redshifting input soliton in LP0;19 and the forming soliton in
LP0;18 at various stages of the energy transfer as a function
of the central wavelength of the pulse in the input LP0;19
mode. The blue crosses show the frequency separation
at the beginning of the energy transfer, which is taken to
mean the point at which 1% of the total energy has been
transferred from LP0;19 to the other two modes. The red
circles correspond to the stage at which exactly half of the
total energy is in LP0;19 . As was seen in Figs. 1 and 2, the
wavelength of the soliton in LP0;19 during the energy
transfer depends heavily on the input soliton duration.
Figure 3 then shows that the frequency separation between
the redshifting soliton in LP0;19 and the pulse growing from
noise in LP0;18 depends on the LP0;19 pulse wavelength and
that this dependence very closely follows the groupvelocity matching condition between LP0;19 and LP0;18 .
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FIG. 3. The frequency separation needed to group-velocity
match LP0;19 to a lower frequency in LP0;18 as a function of the
LP0;19 soliton wavelength (solid black line). The blue crosses
correspond to the stages of energy transfer in the simulations
where 1% of the total energy has been transferred from LP0;19 to
LP0;18 . The red circles correspond to 50% energy transfer for the
same simulations. The normalized Raman gain is shown on
the right.

The fact that both the circles and the crosses fall on the
group-velocity matching curve indicates that the groupvelocity matching condition is satisfied throughout the
energy transfer process. The reasons why the red circles are
slightly below the curve are that, during the first half of
the energy transfer, the soliton in LP0;19 redshifts faster than
the one forming in LP0;18 and the blue side of the LP0;18
pulse has experienced gain for a longer time compared to its
red side, due to the redshifting LP0;19 pulse being on the
blue side of the LP0;18 pulse. We also performed the same
simulations with 30 dB more noise (1000 photons per
longitudinal mode in each spatial mode) and saw that the
energy transfer process still closely followed the groupvelocity matching curve with some deviations (< 1 THz).
In general, longer input solitons have shorter wavelengths during the energy transfer, but none of the solitons
studied here experienced energy transfer until they had
redshifted to at least 1.14 μm. As Fig. 3 shows, the energy
transfer requires group-velocity matching and the frequency separation needed for it is 18 THz when the
LP0;19 pulse wavelength is 1.14 μm. The Raman gain is
quite small for such large frequency separations (see the
Raman gain curve in Fig. 3), and hence energy transfer
cannot take place efficiently and the input soliton has to
redshift further first to be group-velocity matched to LP0;18
for smaller frequency separations for which the Raman gain
is larger.
Because of the dispersion profiles of the fiber, the
frequency separation required for group-velocity matching
attains its minimum value of 12.5 THz when the LP0;19
soliton wavelength is 1375 nm. For longer wavelengths, the
group-velocity matching requires larger frequency separations again. Input solitons of all durations were observed to
start the energy transfer when their central frequency
reached 1.14 μm, but this energy transfer is very slow at
first because it is induced by a noise floor 60–80 dB below
the soliton spectrum and because Raman gain is still small
for a separation of 18 THz. The soliton in LP0;19 will
continue to redshift during the energy transfer process at a
rate determined by its duration. The rightmost red circles in
Fig. 3 correspond to the shortest input pulses and some of
them have redshifted to wavelengths longer than 1.5 μm by
the midpoint of the energy transfer. It is remarkable how
well the process is characterized by the group-velocity
matching condition even for the shortest input pulses and
that the two pulses stay group-velocity matched throughout. It should be mentioned that the 15 fs soliton shown in
Fig. 2 seems to have redshifted to ∼1.4 μm before the
energy transfer starts, but this is an illusion. The energy
transfer does indeed start after the input soliton reaches
1.14 μm, but by the time a certain frequency band in LP0;18
begins to experience gain and power buildup, the input
soliton has shifted further to the red and is group-velocity
matched to a different frequency band (and also overlapping the spectrum of the forming pulse in LP0;18 ). Thus,
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the initially amplified frequencies in LP0;18 experience
gain only over a short distance. Furthermore, because the
spectrum of a short soliton is broad, different parts of it will
amplify different frequencies in the LP0;18 mode. The
power buildup thus covers a broader frequency band and
the energy is more spread out in the spectrum.
No significant power buildup was observed in the LP1;18
mode in any of the simulations even though this mode is
group-velocity matched to LP0;19 for smaller frequency
separations for which Raman gain is non-negligible. For
example, the input soliton at 1100 nm is group-velocity
matched to LP1;18 for a frequency separation of 10 THz but
yet no pulses grow in LP1;18 . There are at least two possible
explanations for this. First, LP1;18 is antisymmetric while
LP0;19 and LP0;18 are fully rotationally symmetric, and thus
a lot of the nonlinear overlap integrals given in Eq. (2) are
small or identically zero. One is then inclined to think that
LP0;19 cannot couple to LP1;18 as efficiently because of this.
Second, LP1;18 could be an intermediate step in the process
and whatever energy is transferred to LP1;18 could be
immediately transferred further to LP0;18 .
To see whether LP1;18 is an intermediate step, we performed the same set of simulations with the LP1;18 mode
completely removed. The evolutions of the solitons were
almost completely identical regardless of the possibility of
energy transfer to LP1;18 . This showed that the energy transfer
from LP0;19 to LP0;18 is direct and not cascaded. The lack
of power in LP1;18 is therefore due to the smaller nonlinear
overlap integrals that hinder the nonlinear interactions
between LP0;19 and LP1;18 . Note that energy transfer to
LP1;18 is still possible but transfer to LP0;18 is dominant. In
general, the efficiency of energy transfer to a certain mode is
a heavily nonlinear function of group-velocity matching,
Raman gain, the strength of the nonlinear coupling as
determined by the overlap integrals and soliton power, and
any possible preexisting power or seed in the receiving mode.
Next, we briefly discuss the distance at which the energy
transfer starts and the distance over which is lasts: the
interaction distance. Figures 1 and 2 indicate that the
energy transfer takes place closer to the beginning of
the fiber and also that it occurs over a shorter distance
for shorter pulses. Figure 4(a) shows the distance at which
50% of the total energy has been transferred from LP0;19 to
the other modes and the interaction length. By interaction
length, we mean the distance it takes for the relative energy
in LP0;18 to rise from 5% to 95%. Figure 4(b) shows the
relative energy in LP0;18 as a function of input pulse
duration and propagation distance.
Figure 4(a) illustrates that the distance at which energy
transfer takes place and the distance it takes for it to
complete are both smaller for shorter input pulses. The
explanation for this is that the input pulses were all solitons
and the high peak powers of short solitons enhance nonlinear effects. This is well known in the context of SSFS for

FIG. 4. (a) The distance of 50% energy transfer (solid black
curve) and the interaction length (dashed blue curve) as a function
of the input soliton FWHM duration. (b) The percentage of
energy in the LP0;19 mode (color coded) as a function of input
soliton duration and propagation distance.

which the rate of redshift depends inversely on the fourth
power of the pulse duration [1]. Our results indicate that
similar scaling laws are true for the intermodal nonlinear
process of SSMC as well: SSMC occurs over shorter
distances for shorter pulses. Figure 4(b) shows how nearly
100% of the initial energy ends up in LP0;18 for all input
pulse durations. It should be reiterated that losses were
neglected and the dispersion was anomalous for all modes
in the whole spectral window. Should there be a zerodispersion wavelength or a zero-nonlinearity wavelength
on the red side of the soliton, the soliton could transfer its
energy to a dispersive wave in the nonsolitonic spectral
region and die out without undergoing SSFS or SSMC [15].
We therefore conclude that SSMC dominates over SSFS
far from the normal dispersion regime unless the groupvelocity matching of the input pulse to a different mode
requires large frequency separations (at least > 18 THz in
silica fibers) for which the Raman gain is very small. The
findings demonstrate that not only is it possible for a noiseinduced process to overpower a seeded one, it can even be
the norm in certain cases.
In conclusion, we numerically studied the newly discovered phenomenon of soliton self-mode conversion in a
step-index multimode fiber where a soliton in a high order
spatial mode sculpts another soliton in a lower order mode
out of noise and transfers all of its energy to it. The
frequency difference between the two solitons during the
energy transfer process was demonstrated to be accurately
determined by the group-velocity matching condition
between the participating modes. Noise-seeded SSMC
always dominated over the stimulated Raman effect of
soliton self-frequency shift even for ultrashort (10 fs)
solitons and, in fact, SSMC occurs over shorter distances
the shorter the soliton is. Notably, only one photon per
longitudinal mode was enough noise for SSMC to overpower the seeded Raman effects. As a final remark, we
emphasize that SSMC is not specific to step-index fibers.
It is a universal phenomenon and could be observed in any
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multimode fiber that has nonlinearly interacting modes
with suitably different group velocities.
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